USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10007.14

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

TO_Aria says:
@::In the shuttle monitoring tactical station.::

Host XO_Modane says:
@:: in the shuttle looking around ::

CEO_Tucker says:
::In ME working on restoring power::

CSO_Shras says:
:: at the science station, monitoring the wormhole ::

SO_Judson says:
::at her station, trying to find a safe way home::

SO_Nekoto says:
@::in the shuttle, making sure she's not breaking anything::

EO_Galagar says:
@::checking his phaser rifle one more time....also checks that the other weapons are in good condition::

FCO_Steve says:
@::at shuttle controls::

Host Bob says:
THE USS GENEVA HAS LANDED ON A DESERTED PLANET THAT IS THREATENED BY AN ANIMATED WORMHOLE....

CO_Rikerson says:
:: sits in his command chair, monitoring the Main Viewer ::

CNS_Tran says:
::in a corridor heading for the bridge::

Host Bob says:
SEVERAL OF THE CREW HAVE EMBARKED ON A SHUTTLE MISSION TO SURVEY THE RUINS ON THE PLANET

Host XO_Modane says:
@FCO: You see anything yet?

EO_Galagar says:
@ SO: would you mind doing an examination of the landscape for any signs of vegetation?

Host Bob says:
EARLY SENSOR SCANS REVEAL NO APPARENT LIFE... NO ANIMAL, NO PLANT, NO NOTHING.... COMPLETE DESOLATION

FCO_Steve says:
@XO: Just a lot of wrecked buildings, sir

SO_Nekoto says:
@::nods at the EO:: EO: sure

TO_Aria says:
@:: Continues to monitor tactical information and sensors from one of the back bench seats on a wall panel::

Host XO_Modane says:
@FCO: Alright, let’s go down take a closer look

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*: How are the repairs coming along, Chief?

SO_Nekoto says:
@::runs a couple of quick scans of the surface::

EO_Galagar says:
@::takes out the medical kit:: All: If any of you were hurt please say so now...I have some medical training and we should take care of it ASAP

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Sir, so far our scans reveal no apparent life whatsoever here.

SO_Nekoto says:
@EO: There appears to be no vegetation, sir

FCO_Steve says:
@XO: OK, sir ::begins to move the shuttle in for a closer look::

CEO_Tucker says:
*CO*: Not very good sir.  I still haven't found the source of the power drain.

EO_Galagar says:
@SO: any life at all?

CEO_Tucker says:
*CO*: Until I can find the cause, I have no solutions.

SO_Nekoto says:
@::looks down and runs another scan:: EO: not a trace, sir

Host XO_Modane says:
@FCO: Find a nice clear spot and put us down

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*:  How's the back-up generators?

EO_Galagar says:
@::takes out a tricorder and checks the cut on his head....takes out the dermal regenerator and heals it::

FCO_Steve says:
XO: Yes, sir ::looks below for a suitable landing spot, and puts the shuttle down::

CEO_Tucker says:
*CO*: So far fine sir.  Just not enough juice to get us off the ground.

SO_Judson says:
::she is being to show major fatigue but is still trying to find a passage home::

FCO_Steve says:
@XO: We're down, sir

TO_Aria says:
@::Strains to look out the front "windshield"  to get a realistic look at what they are about to embark upon.::

CNS_Tran says:
::enters the bridge and looks around::

Host XO_Modane says:
@*CO*: Sir, we are lading the shuttle

EO_Galagar says:
@::looks at the current map on the local terrain... uploads it into his pad, along with directions to the Geneva.. feels the bump as they land::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*:  That's what I hate about them.  Well, Chief, continue your search.

OPS_Dalton says:
::Monitors the systems::

TO_Aria says:
@::Feels the shuttle gently bump as the FCO puts it down.::

CEO_Tucker says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

SO_Judson says:
::she is praying that she doesn't make another mistake::

FCO_Steve says:
@::shutting down shuttle engines and securing helm::

Host XO_Modane says:
@:: runs a final atmosphere check ::

EO_Galagar says:
@::packs up the med kit, and gathers the engineering kit as well::

TO_Aria says:
@::Prepares to disembark from the shuttle.::

Host XO_Modane says:
@TO: Open the back hatch.

CEO_Tucker says:
::Move over to another console, comparing sensor logs and Engineering logs::

EO_Galagar says:
@FCO: nice flying....

Host XO_Modane says:
@:: gets up form his chair ::

CSO_Shras says:
SO_J: I do not think we have enough data on this wormhole, I hope the AT will find some useful data

FCO_Steve says:
@::grabs tricorder and PADD and prepares to exit shuttle::

TO_Aria says:
@::Grabs her phaser rifle and her normal standard duty phaser and opens the back hatch::

CO_Rikerson says:
*XO*:  Alright.  Be careful out there.  Report in every so often.

EO_Galagar says:
@::gets up and makes sure everyone gets out safely::

Host XO_Modane says:
@*CO*: Will do.

TO_Aria says:
@::Clears the exit area for safety::

Host XO_Modane says:
@:: walks out first ::

SO_Judson says:
CSO: Aye sir, is there anything you want me to do until they return with more data?

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Sighs in sickbay as most of the systems are not operational, decides to go to the bridge::

TO_Aria says:
@::Follows behind the XO::

EO_Galagar says:
@SO: while your out there please take a soil sample so that we can see what minerals are missing::

CSO_Shras says:
SO_J: Not specifically, have you something else to do until then?

SO_Nekoto says:
@::nods at the EO and walks out of the shuttle::

TO_Aria says:
@::Looks up and around her at the eerie desolate surroundings.::

FCO_Steve says:
@::walks outside and begins scanning area with tricorder::

CNS_Tran says:
::watches the tired crew and yawns herself::

Host XO_Modane says:
@:: pulls out his tricorder and scans ::

EO_Galagar says:
@::follows the FCO, takes out his tricorder and scans::

FCO_Steve @::scanning:: (Tricorder.wav)

SO_Nekoto says:
@::pulls out her tricorder and scans the area around her::

EO_Galagar says:
@ XO: sir do you want a base camp set up sir?

TO_Aria says:
@:: Sets tricorder to scan and pick up for the electromagnetic readings they picked up on the Geneva.::

Host XO_Modane says:
@EO: We can use the shuttle for that.

Host XO_Modane says:
@ALL: Let’s look around a little, see what we can find.

SO_Judson says:
CSO:  Is it okay if I go to my quarters and get in a short nap, maybe then I can do a better job if I am refreshed

EO_Galagar says:
@XO: aye sir ::moves a little ways up a small slope.. and continues scanning::

CEO_Tucker says:
::Notes the correlation with the wormhole activity and the energy drain::

CSO_Shras says:
:: turns his attention to the planet and the empty buildings ::

SO_Nekoto says:
@::looks around at the barren landscape and frowns to herself::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO / SO_J: Are you guys getting anything unusual from the wormhole?

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Sir, shall we split up in teams of two to cover more ground?

CSO_Shras says:
CO: The power available for sensors does not permit to scan the wormhole from this distance....

Host XO_Modane says:
@TO: Good idea.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters a Turbo lift after exiting sickbay and Yawns::

EO_Galagar says:
@::takes out his phaser.. and looks through the scope to see some ruins in the distance::

CSO_Shras says:
SO_J: Ok with me but be prepared to return rapidly...

Host XO_Modane says:
@CSO: You're with me

Host XO_Modane says:
@ALL: The rest of you go with Lt Williams

Host XO_Modane says:
@ALL: Check in every 5 minutes

SO_Judson says:
CSO:  I will be ready when called

TO_Aria says:
@:: Follows the FCO::

EO_Galagar says:
@::puts it away:: FCO: I recommend we head to those ruins

FCO_Steve says:
@TO: OK, let's go  ::starts heading to the nearest ruined building::

SO_Judson says:
::leaves bridge and takes the long way to her quarters through the Jeffries Tubes::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO:  The moment the sensors can read the wormhole, scan it.  I want to know why that wormhole attacked us.

SO_Nekoto says:
@::whines to herself and looks over at the XO:: XO: yes sir

CEO_Tucker says:
::Begins to sweat and check Environmental Controls::

TO_Aria says:
@:: Keeps a look out for anything suspicious while scanning the area.::

CSO_Shras says:
:: finds an interesting signal from the outside and attempts to hear it at his console, but the sounds gets out on shipwide instead ::

EO_Galagar says:
@TO: you take left flank...I'll take right...keep within eye distance... ::moves to the right flank with tricorder drawn::

Host XO_Modane says:
@SO: Let’s take a look at that building over there, its still in pretty good shape compared to the others

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters the Bridge::

FCO_Steve says:
@::arrives at building, looks for obvious signs to cause of destruction::

SO_Judson says:
::enters her quarters, and tries to take a nap but it is getting a little warm::

TO_Aria says:
@::Moves the left.::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: attempts to access information from the Databanks, but most things cannot be accessed because of lack of power ::

SO_Nekoto says:
@::nods and heads toward the building, scanning with her tricorder::

Host Bob says:
STRANGE HAUNTING SOUNDS FROM THE PLANET'S ATMOSPHERE ECHO THROUGHOUT THE SHIP AND THE SHUTTLE

CNS_Tran says:
::walks to a science console::  CSO: Any luck on finding out where we are?

CEO_Tucker says:
*CO*: Sir, there are some problems with the environmental controls, it may get a little hot in here.

TO_Aria says:
@ FCO: Sir, these remains are fairly recent, within the last 100 years.

EO_Galagar says:
@::takes out a container and puts some of house material into a sample chamber:: FCO: Do you hear that?

Host Bob says:
THE SOUNDS ARE ERIE, CHAOTIC, GHOSTLY

Host XO_Modane says:
@SO: Listen, cam you hear that?

CSO_Shras says:
:: hears the strange and "frightening" sound ::

FCO_Steve says:
@TO/EO: Do you hear that ::hears strange sounds::

CEO_Tucker says:
::Hears an odd sound::

CSO_Shras says:
CO: Sorry sir! I wanted the sound on my station only but I made a mistake...

TO_Aria says:
@:: Hears a haunting sound, turns around with phaser drawn and walks backward a few steps.::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*:  I can already feel it, Chief.  See what you can do about that also.

Host Bob says:
THE SOUNDS GENERATE A CHILL DOWN EVERYONE'S SPINE.... EVEN THE EMOTIONLESS VULCAN CREWMEMBERS

SO_Judson says:
::she tries to nap again but she hears a strange sound::   *CSO*:  Sir, I just heard something strange

Host XO_Modane says:
@:: holds his rifle up ::

CNS_Tran says:
::turns slowly and checks the crew's expressions::

CSO_Shras says:
:: attempts to shut it ::

EO_Galagar says:
@*CSO*: this is N'ka on the away party we are hearing some strange sounds...are you picking them up?

TO_Aria says:
@FCO:  Yes, sir.

SO_Nekoto says:
@::whimpers to herself and looks around::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: as a chill from the sound ::

CEO_Tucker says:
::Tries to ignore the sound:: *CO*: Aye sir... trying to route some power to them now.

Host XO_Modane says:
@SO: Let’s go in :: walking cautiously thought the rubble ::

FCO_Steve says:
@TO/EO: See if you can find its origin

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Accidentally drops his padd and hears it crack as it hits the floor::

SO_Judson says:
::feels a cold chill go down her spine::  Self:  that's it I am going back to the bridge::

EO_Galagar says:
@FCO: aye sir..

TO_Aria says:
@FCO:  Scanning.

CSO_Shras says:
*EO*: Yes, I am trying to shut it down

Host XO_Modane says:
@*FCO*: How is everything?

SO_Nekoto says:
@::nods to the XO and stands at the door of the building, then walks in after him::

SO_Judson says:
::she heads back to the Bridge by way of the Jeffries Tubes::

CEO_Tucker says:
::Tries to get some power to the Enviro Controls::

Host XO_Modane says:
@SO: Watch out, this is not a stable structure

Host XO_Modane says:
@:: looking around and scanning with his tricorder ::

FCO_Steve says:
@*XO*: Fine, sir. Do you hear any strange sounds where you are?

SO_Nekoto says:
@:: nods and scans the support structure of the building::

SO_Judson says:
::exits the JT in rush onto the bridge that she trips over her own feet::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: senses something strange since the eerie sounds heard earlier ::

CSO_Shras says:
SO_J; Are you all right?

TO_Aria says:
@::Tries to locate the origin of the electromagnetic waves from earlier in relation to the "Haunting voices".::

TO_Aria says:
@FCO: Sir, I have a theory...

Host XO_Modane says:
@*FCO*: Could it be coming from a living being?

FCO_Steve says:
@TO: Yes, continue...

CMO_Immolisius says:
::picks up his padd and watches the bridge operations::

CNS_Tran says:
OPS: Why don't we coordinate with the science department? Maybe we'll find something.

SO_Judson says:
::straightening herself::  CSO:  Yes Sir I couldn't sleep and I heard a strange sound and felt a chill go down my back so I high tailed it here

Host XO_Modane says:
@:: attempts to figure out the location of the howling noise ::

TO_Aria says:
@FCO:  It may be possible that these "Voices" have some sort of correlation to the electromagnetic waves we picked up while on board the Geneva.

CSO_Shras says:
:: shuts the sound ::

FCO_Steve says:
@*XO*: Not sure, sir. Still trying to locate a source. Will advise if we locate anything.

SO_Nekoto says:
@::shudders softly to herself at the noise::

Host XO_Modane says:
@SO: What do these patterns of destruction look like to you?

FCO_Steve says:
@TO: How so?

TO_Aria says:
@::Sets her tricorder to link the readings of the electromagnetic waves from earlier to the "Voices".::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: he also senses that the whole ship has heard the haunting sounds ::

SO_Nekoto says:
@XO: they are faintly reminiscent of an old earth-style nuclear weapon..

SO_Judson says:
::she is visibly shaken due to the strange happenings::

CSO_Shras says:
:: attempts to locate the signal origin ::

TO_Aria says:
@FCO:  I am running the wavelengths through my tricorder now to determine if they match.

Host XO_Modane says:
@SO: We won’t find anything here, let’s rejoin with the rest of the team

EO_Galagar says:
@::shakes...~~~~ Tries to pick up on the voices~~~~::

CNS_Tran says:
CSO: Any luck?

SO_Nekoto says:
@::nods and turns to leave::

FCO_Steve says:
@TO: Let me know as soon as you have any results.

CSO_Shras says:
CNS: I do not think SO_Judson is ok, maybe you could help...

EO_Galagar says:
@::walks into one of the buildings::

Host XO_Modane says:
@*FCO*: Were heading your way

FCO_Steve says:
@EO: What do you make of these buildings, what could cause this sort of damage?

CSO_Shras says:
:: points the SO in front of the Jeffries tube ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Leans against a bulk head::

SO_Nekoto says:
@::trots down the small hill, bringing up a small cloud of dust::

EO_Galagar says:
FCO: Looks like structural damage...like sever wear and decay...

FCO_Steve says:
@*XO*: Aye, sir.

CNS_Tran says:
::frowns a little:: CSO: I'll see what's wrong...

TO_Aria says:
@::Waits for the results, while looking around cautiously::

TO_Aria says:
@:: Looks back to her tricorder as it beeps.::

TO_Aria says:
@FCO: They are related almost exactly.

EO_Galagar says:
@::looks around....:: FCO: sir I would like to get to higher ground....I'll be back in a moment... ::walks up one of the high rises::

CO_Rikerson says:
:: gets up and goes to the ENG station on the Bridge;  reads some of the outputs of the Geneva   ::

SO_Nekoto says:
@::sees the rest of the AT in the distance, hurries up::

Host XO_Modane says:
@SO: What’s the hurry

FCO_Steve @*XO*: I have a visual on you now, sir (Badgetap.wav)

CNS_Tran says:
::walks over to SO_J:: SO_J: Hi, I don't believe we've met formally.  Is something...troubling you?

TO_Aria says:
@FCO:  Shall we inform the Captain?

CSO_Shras says:
:: returns his attention to the task he is performing ::

SO_Nekoto says:
@::turns around:: XO: nothing...it's just...this planet.. It’s so empty..

TO_Aria says:
@::Hands her tricorder to the FCO so he can see the results.::

EO_Galagar says:
::moves to the top of the ridge... scans the beta variables and the electromagnetic waves::

TO_Aria says:
@FCO: Here sir, have a look.

FCO_Steve says:
@TO: I think we will inform the XO of your findings when he arrives and go from there.

Host XO_Modane says:
@SO: Scared?

CO_Rikerson says:
:: reads the power drain read-outs, finding very little useful ::

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  He..ll..o   ::tries to lift her hand to shake hands::

SO_Nekoto says:
@::turns around:: XO: sir?

FCO_Steve says:
@::looks at the TO's Tricorder readings:: TO: yes, I see what you mean

Host XO_Modane says:
@SO: Never mind. :: walks closer to the rest of the AT ::

SO_Nekoto says:
@::catches up with the rest of the AT::

TO_Aria says:
@::Sees the XO coming in the distance::

EO_Galagar says:
:@::Finds a match, moves down the slope to the FCO:: FCO/TOP: it seems that the wormholes beta variations correlate with the electromagnetic waves

CNS_Tran says:
::takes the SO's hand and smiles weakly::  SO_J: ...now, what's seems to be the problem?

FCO_Steve says:
@::yells:: EO: See anything?

CO_Rikerson says:
*XO*:  Status Report, Num. 1?

EO_Galagar says:
@FCO: sir, I’m not deaf.... no...only desolation...

Host XO_Modane says:
@*CO*: We are going to rejoin the rest of the AT, so far we found nothing

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Sir, take a look at these readings.  ::Hands him her tricorder.::  XO:  They match almost identically.

Host XO_Modane says:
@TO: Same ones as from the ship?

FCO_Steve says:
@*XO*: Sir, I think the TO may have some news on the sounds and the wormhole for you.

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  That sound I can still hear even though the system is turned off.  It is really unnerving me I heard it before somehow, somewhere I can't put my finger on it

CEO_Tucker says:
::Still sees the correlation with the wormhole and power drains but can't figure out what is actually draining the power::

CO_Rikerson says:
*XO*:  Have you checked the ruins?

CNS_Tran says:
SO_J: Still hear it..?  Do you happen to be a telepath?

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Yes sir, the "Voices" we have been hearing and the readings of the electromagnetic waves from the Geneva are almost identical, in some way they are related, we do not know how yet.

Host XO_Modane says:
@*CO*: Yes... what’s left of them

EO_Galagar says:
@::takes off a piece of the ruins...and exposes it to a low intensity phaser burst::

Host XO_Modane says:
@TO: Is there a source?

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  Not that I am aware of

CSO_Shras says:
Computer: check all available data on the wormhole and cross-reference with all data available on wormholes and wormholes theories...

TO_Aria says:
@XO: None that I can locate yet Commander.

SO_Nekoto says:
@::sighs to herself and looks around the barren landscape::

CO_Rikerson says:
*XO*: Alright.  Contact me when you find something.

EO_Galagar says:
@::notices the charred bluish ash:: XO: sir I don't know what caused this...but whatever did.. We need to get to shelter before it does again

CSO_Shras says:
*CEO*: Have you found a way to give us more power?

Host XO_Modane says:
@TO: Can we use Shuttles sensors to increase the range

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  But I can still hear that wailing bone chilling sound.  I wish it would end

Host Bob says:
A STUDY OF THE AMOUNT OF ENERGY IN THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND THE CHAOTICALLY HAUNTING SOUNDS REVEALS TREMENDOUS LEVELS OF ENERGY

CNS_Tran says:
SO_J: Strange...maybe we should take this somewhere more private.

Host XO_Modane says:
@EO: Good idea.

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Possibly sir.

CEO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: I am going to transfer the Engineering reports to you.  There is a correlation between the power drains and the wormhole.  See if you can figure anything out, I am having no luck at all.

SO_Nekoto says:
@::gets and idea::

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  No way I want to be where there is a crowd if you don't mind

TO_Aria says:
@:: Looks at her tricorder as it beeps fanatically::

EO_Galagar says:
@XO: I believe we should move further into that large amount of ruins 8 kms from here...it looks like it could have been a village or a city...we may find more...

CSO_Shras says:
*CEO*: The problem is that I lack information on the wormhole and the power available is not enough for the sensors...

Host XO_Modane says:
@ALL: Let’s go back

TO_Aria says:
@XO:  Sir, there are tremendous amounts of energy being spewed around here.

FCO_Steve says:
@XO: These buildings have been this way for a considerable length of time, it would suggest that the wormhole might have been here for the same amount of time.

CNS_Tran says:
::smiles:: CNS: Okay, we'll stay here then.  You say you've heard this sound before, can you remember where?

CO_Rikerson says:
:: closes off the ENG station and goes for his chair, failing to find anything reasonable for the power drain ::

Host XO_Modane says:
@ALL: Double time

TO_Aria says:
@::Follows the XO quickly back to the shuttle.::

CEO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: I will try to get you a little extra.... I know what you mean.

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Aye sir.

Host XO_Modane says:
@FCO: I don’t like the rise in the energy levels

EO_Galagar says:
@::shakes his head....walks and follows the XO back to the shuttle::

Host Bob says:
ONCE DISCOVERED, THE SENSOR READINGS REVEAL THE ENERGY LEVELS RISING

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  Thanks..... well, I heard it when I was a little girl I was in my room playing and I heard that sound it scared me then like it does now

SO_Nekoto says:
@XO: Sir, is it possible that the electromagnetic waves are the wormholes way of communicating?

CSO_Shras says:
*CEO*: But the sound I dispatched on ship-wide speakers is coming from everywhere with an enormous amount of power

FCO_Steve says:
@XO: I think we need to find a research facility or similar building, as the previous inhabitants may have inadvertently created the cause of their own destruction.

SO_Nekoto says:
@::Walks back to the shuttle::

CEO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: And it seems to be increasing.

EO_Galagar says:
@XO: I second that...or at least a large settlement.. We may see something that is not apparent

CSO_Shras says:
CO: The energy levels are rising...

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Stands on the bridge, chilled from the horrific sounds::

TO_Aria says:
@EO: Is it possible that phaser blast you did a minute ago caused the massive energy increase?

CNS_Tran says:
SO_J: That would explain it perfectly...do you know what the sound was?

EO_Galagar says:
@TO: Shouldn't have...It wasn't a high enough intensity...

TO_Aria says:
@::Gets back to the shuttle.::

Host XO_Modane says:
@EO: We can do a fly by.

EO_Galagar says:
@::enters a defensive position outside the shuttle makes sure everybody gets in.. and then enters::

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO: For what reason? For what in specific?

Host XO_Modane says:
@:: enters the shuttle :: Computer: Start up all systems

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  No I don't know what it is but it sounded just like the one we all just heard. I will never forget that sound

CSO_Shras says:
CO: It can be anything and do anything for what we know...

SO_Nekoto says:
@::enters the shuttle::

FCO_Steve says:
@::moves back into the shuttle and prepares to launch::

EO_Galagar says:
@::enters the shuttle and closes the hatch:: XO: we got everybody?

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*:  How good are the shields?

TO_Aria says:
@All: I am thinking that every time an energy discharge takes place from us or the ship, the energy levels rise and those rising energy levels have catastrophic results for us.

SO_Nekoto says:
@::sits down on the bench in the back::

Host XO_Modane says:
@FCO: Take us towards the settlement

CEO_Tucker says:
*CO*: Shields are operating but at minimal levels.

TO_Aria says:
@::Sits down and monitors the energy sensors.::

EO_Galagar says:
@TO: that doesn't make any sense.... The minerals that have been striped from the land and the buildings show otherwise...

FCO_Steve says:
@XO: Aye sir ::launches shuttle and heads towards the settlement area::

CO_Rikerson says:
Tactical:  Get shields up.

OPS_Dalton says:
::Exits the TL and enters the bridge::

TO_Aria says:
@EO:  Yes it makes plenty of sense and logic Mr. Galagar,  think of what happened on the Geneva every time, we expelled more energy than needed, we were hit with some sort of discharge.

CNS_Tran says:
SO_J: I understand how it can be hard to forget.  But this situation is different...sort of.   You're not alone this time, you have your friends, and the crew...  I can have you relieved from duty if you'd like, but I think you should stay here and try to forget about it a bit.

CO_Rikerson says:
<Tactical Officer> CO: Aye, sir.  Raising shields.

CSO_Shras says:
CO/*CEO*: Maybe we should try to capture this energy or some for our power needs, can you do it Chief?

OPS_Dalton says:
::Walks up to his console:: CO: What do you need of me, sir

EO_Galagar says:
@TO: you are making no logical sense..... Rethink you statements before you blurt them out

CEO_Tucker says:
::Begins thinking about how he could harness some of the energy:: *CSO*: It is possible....

EO_Galagar says:
@::walks over to a panel and looks over the findings again::

TO_Aria says:
@XO: Sir, I recommend based on the evidence given and the basic theory we have that we need to reduce power as much as possible and get back to the Geneva and can pinpoint the exact cause of the energy readings.

SO_Nekoto says:
@::looks around the shuttle and thinks to herself::

TO_Aria says:
@EO: You do not understand Mr. Galagar.

Host XO_Modane says:
@TO: I would agree with you

FCO_Steve @::piloting shuttle:: (#.wav)

Host XO_Modane says:
@FCO: Take us home

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  I will stay and try to do my duty but I need to make you understand the sound is the exact same.

OPS_Dalton says:
::Monitors the Away Team::

CO_Rikerson says:
OPS: So far nothing much.  See if you can get a message through to STC about our situation.

CSO_Shras says:
CO: I'll take TAC station if you want sir!

FCO_Steve says:
@XO: Aye, sir ::begins descent::

OPS_Dalton says:
CO: Aye

EO_Galagar says:
@::goes to say something.....and doesn't...maybe she's right...wishes he could get the voices out of his head::

TO_Aria says:
@XO:  Shall, I notify the Geneva we are on our way back sir?

CO_Rikerson says:
CSO:  Alright.  Slave it to your console.

Host XO_Modane says:
@TO: Sure.

CEO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: IF we could channel some of the energy through the Bussard collector into the main power grid....... What do you think?

OPS_Dalton says:
::Tries to get a message through to SFC::

FCO_Steve says:
@::puts shuttle down within a short walk of the ship::

EO_Galagar says:
@::opens the hatch and gets out....takes a breath of the fresh air::

TO_Aria says:
@COM: Geneva: Shuttlecraft AT to Geneva, we are on our way back, please have a shuttle bay ready for us.

CSO_Shras says:
:: bring the TAC display on his console while the SCI one is performing the last command ::

Host Bob says:
COMMUNICATION FROM THE CURRENT LOCATION TO ANY KNOWN FEDERATION TERRITORY IS PHYSICALLY IMPOSSIBLE DUE TO THE TREMENDOUS DISTANCES INVOLVED

SO_Nekoto says:
@::looks around at the other crew members::

CSO_Shras says:
*CEO*: Could do, but let's play it safe and do a shut off command in case it is too much power...

CO_Rikerson says:
COM: Away Team: Alright.  They will be ready for you.

OPS_Dalton says:
CO: Not able to get a message through to SFC, the distance is too great

CO_Rikerson says:
OPS: OK.  That's fine

CEO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: Oh absolutely.... ::begins computer simulations::

OPS_Dalton says:
CO: Aye, but will keep trying, sir

TO_Aria says:
*CO*: We have just docked sir, on our way to the bridge now.

CNS_Tran says:
SO_J: Has the sound caused any medical problems for you in the past?

EO_Galagar says:
::walks into the turbolift: TL: SB::

Host XO_Modane says:
:: walks out and heads towards the turbo lift ::

TO_Aria says:
::Downloads all sensor data into her tricorder and PADD and secures the shuttle::

SO_Nekoto says:
::Walks out and heads down the hall towards the TL::

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  No, I haven't heard it again until now...it's as if someone or something is reaching out for help of some kind and I am the conduit if you will for that help

FCO_Steve says:
@::shuts down shuttle engines and secures helm before exiting::

TO_Aria says:
::Leaves the shuttle bay and heads for the nearest TL::

EO_Galagar says:
::exits the TL and walks into SB:: All: Doctor are you in, sir?

CO_Rikerson says:
:: sits and waits for something to happen ::

TO_Aria says:
::In TL:: Computer: Bridge!

TO_Aria says:
::TL arrives at the bridge::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Leaves the bridge and heads to sickbay::

FCO_Steve says:
::begin making my way back to the bridge::

CEO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: I think we can do it. Have you notified the Captain?

CNS_Tran says:
SO_J: Do you think the sound haunting you at this moment is a coincidence...or is something really trying to reach out to you?

SO_Nekoto says:
TL: Bridge ::smiles to herself::

CSO_Shras says:
:: monitors the energy levels ::

TO_Aria says:
::Takes her station at tactical and downloads all of the sensor readings into her console and sends it to the science station::

Host XO_Modane says:
:: enters the bridge ::

EO_Galagar says:
::walks around and notices one of the nurses....realizes that it’s not that big of a problem.. and starts to turn around::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters the TL Passing the TO as he goes in::

TO_Aria says:
CSO:  I am sending you our data from the AT mission.

CSO_Shras says:
:: releases the TAC commands to the TAC station as TO_Aria enters the bridge ::

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  I don't think it is a coincidence, I think it is a call for help

FCO_Steve says:
::arrive back at Bridge, heads to Helm::

SO_Nekoto says:
::Walks onto the bridge, looks around and sighs softly::

Host XO_Modane says:
:: takes his seat ::

FCO_Steve ::sits at helm and activates console:: (Helmact.wav)

EO_Galagar says:
::isn't quite sure if .....Thinks for a moment::

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: Welcome back, Commander.

Host XO_Modane says:
CO: Thank you sir

TO_Aria says:
CSO: Thank-you for keeping it taken care of, while I was away, I will make a note to talk to TO Love about not covering her station.

OPS_Dalton says:
::Monitors all systems and continues to contact SFC::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*:  Can we use the CSO's plan?

TO_Aria says:
::Begins to analyze her data::

CNS_Tran says:
SO_J: Maybe.... the wormhole?  This could all make sense...what if the wormhole is alive.  A ghost perhaps...?

EO_Galagar says:
::wonders if he should talk to the CNS instead of the CMO::

CSO_Shras says:
SO_N: So how about this AT?

CEO_Tucker says:
*CO*: Yes sir.  Should we go ahead with it?

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  That could be, yes.. that would make sense

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters Sickbay::

SO_Nekoto says:
CSO: sir.. it was.....creepy, sir..

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*: Yes, Chief.  That sounds like a great plan.

EO_Galagar says:
::notices the doctor:: CMO: sir, I need a favor...

TO_Aria says:
Computer: Run an analysis of the data from prior to the AT mission and the data after the mission.  ::The computer beeps:: <Computer>:  Acknowledged,  Analyzing.

CMO_Immolisius says:
EO: Oh, What do you need?

EO_Galagar says:
CMO: I know you don't want me using my other medication...but....

CEO_Tucker says:
*CO*: Aye sir.  ::Begins making the appropriate modifications::

EO_Galagar says:
CMO: its like my psyche is going over board.... I’m losing focus...I need something to shut it out...

CMO_Immolisius says:
EO: Yes?

CSO_Shras says:
SO_N: We are attempting to collect the energy from the planet, be prepared for anything...

CNS_Tran says:
SO_J: These ruins could also mean something... From the crew heard for that brief moment, it sounded more like a collection of voices.

EO_Galagar says:
CMO: is there something that could do this...?

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: The CSO's plan was to absorb the energy from whatever is storing the energy when it is discharged.

EO_Galagar says:
CMO: err some medication...or something that could stop my abilities.....

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Scratches his head in thought going through medication::

Host XO_Modane says:
CO: Sounds like a great plan sir.

TO_Aria says:
::The computer beeps:: <Computer>:  Analyses complete.

Host XO_Modane says:
CO: Have any simulations been run?

CO_Rikerson says:
XO: It's a plan

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  Yeah, I heard that too. It’s as if the entire planet’s population is calling out to us to help them get whatever did this to them

SO_Nekoto says:
::Nods to the CSO and turns to the science station::

EO_Galagar says:
CMO: I mean there is.... my old medication.....maybe...yeah I'll just take that instead.....

TO_Aria says:
Computer: Now run a comparison analysis of the results with the projected results for 12 hours from now.

CSO_Shras says:
*CEO*: We are ready here for whatever happens

EO_Galagar says:
CMO: sorry for bothering you sir

EO_Galagar says:
::walks out of Sick Bay...and heads towards the TL::

CO_Rikerson says:
XO:  Lt. Tucker says that it could work.  I'm unsure if he did or not.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Holds up his Hand:: EO: Wait a minute, There!

TO_Aria says:
<Computer>: Acknowledged, this analysis may take a few minutes.

TO_Aria says:
Computer: Understood.

CEO_Tucker says:
*CSO*: Ready here too. ::completes the modifications::

EO_Galagar says:
::stops....:: CMO: yes?

TO_Aria says:
:: Looks up from her console and around the bridge for the counselor::

TO_Aria says:
::Spots the counselor::

CNS_Tran says:
SO_J: I think this could be a lead...are you up to duty?  Maybe we could work with this.

SO_Judson says:
CNS:  I can try

CSO_Shras says:
CO: The CEO is ready, on your signal

TO_Aria says:
Counselor:  Were you able to decipher any of the voices?

CEO_Tucker says:
*CO*: Ready on your mark.

Host XO_Modane says:
:: holds on ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
EO: I Could get you some ::Scratches head:: Self: err what was it again?  ::looks at the EO:: EO: I mean before you start going back to your old medication, I’d like to take a look at some other options..  ::Thinks yeah, other options, that are what I meant, grins::

SO_Nekoto says:
::turns around::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*:  In 3 . . . .

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*:  2 . . . .

TO_Aria says:
CNS: Counselor?

SO_Nekoto says:
::holds on::

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*:  1 . . . . . . . . . . . .

CSO_Shras says:
:: monitors energy levels outside and inside ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
EO: Do you agree?

SO_Judson says:
::hopes she  is on to something with the CNS::

CO_Rikerson says:
Bridge:  Hold on y'all.

CNS_Tran says:
TO: No...I couldn't...  SO_Judson and I think that it may be a collection of voices...they sounded.. sorrowful....

OPS_Dalton says:
::holds on::

EO_Galagar says:
CMO: yes sir...maybe..

CO_Rikerson says:
*CEO*:  Mark

TO_Aria says:
::Braces self on the tactical console::

CEO_Tucker says:
::Pulls the energy into the Bussard Collectors, then routes it into the main power grid::

CMO_Immolisius says:
EO: Great come back in 12 hours and I will have a list of choices.

CO_Rikerson says:
:: braces himself for safety sakes ::

CEO_Tucker says:
::Watches as power levels start to rise::

EO_Galagar says:
CMO: no sir...I need something now ::becomes red faced::

FCO_Steve says:
::monitors energy level readouts at NAV console::

TO_Aria says:
::Awaits the computer to finish the analyses::

SO_Nekoto says:
::holds on to her console and hopes they can return to normal space soon::

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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